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Abstract The phase transformation behaviour, structure

and mechanical properties of Au35–68Cu49–15Al16–17 thin

film shape memory alloys (SMA) have been investigated,

with emphasis on the effects of Au content. The results

revealed the underlying composition–structure–property

relations. The thermal transformation hysteresis (DT) is

wide (*55 K) for thin films with Au\50 at.%, while it is

narrow (*15 K) for thin films with Au [50 at.%. This

behaviour is correlated with the change in lattice constant

of b-(Au–Cu–Al) (ab), suggesting a structural origin on the

DT behaviour. The mechanical properties, such as hardness

and elastic modulus, varied in the range of 2–4 and

70–120 GPa, respectively. The optimum Au composition

range for tuning the functional property is between 43 and

55 at.% Au, where the least amount of non-transforming

phases form and DT can be tailored between 55 K (43 at.%

Au) and 17 K (55 at.% Au). This is important for the

development and practical application of Au–Cu–Al based

thin film SMA.
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Introduction

A well-known composition in the Au–Cu–Al system is the

Au7Cu5Al4 ‘Spangold’ shape memory alloy (SMA) [1–4].

This is the b-phase in the Au–Cu–Al system [3] and it

undergoes reversible structural transformation to a

martensite phase [4, 5]. The structure of the parent b-(Au–

Cu–Al) phase is bcc [3], while the structure of the

martensite phase has been recently clarified as being either

orthorhombic or monoclinic, depending on the composition

and temperature of the alloy [5]. These SMAs are

promising for jewellery and biomedical applications, due to

their inherent properties, such as biocompatibility, aes-

thetic value and chemical inertness. However, most

investigations were performed on bulk alloys so far [1–9]

and very few studies have been devoted to thin films [10,

11].

Recently, a comprehensive study of the Au–Cu–Al

system by thin film combinatorial synthesis and high-

throughput experimentation revealed a wide range of new

potential thin film SMA compositions [11]. It was found

that the phase transformation properties of b-(Au–Cu–Al)

can be tuned over a large composition space. The trans-

formation temperatures can be adjusted from below room

temperature to above 100 �C, while the transformation

hysteresis varies from 15 to 65 K. The possibility to tune

functional properties over a wide composition range is

beneficial for potential applications. For example, SMAs

with a wide hysteresis are good for superelasticity, while a

narrow hysteresis is beneficial for fast actuation. The

results of the former study already extended potential
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applications of Au–Cu–Al-based SMAs. However, in order

to further optimize the properties, it is important to

understand the influence of composition on the structure

and property of these alloys.

The b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase is a b electron alloy [3–5], and

its stability is proportional to the electron per atom ratio (e/

a). The e/a ratio of an alloy is determined by its constituent

elements and composition. As Au and Cu are monovalent,

while Al is trivalent, the e/a ratio of b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase is

only dependent on the Al content. A high e/a ratio stabi-

lizes the b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase, which means that the

martensitic transition is shifted towards lower tempera-

tures. This trend was confirmed in the thin film combina-

torial investigation of the Au–Cu–Al system [11].

Furthermore, the martensitic transformation start (Ms) and

reverse transformation finish (Af) temperatures decrease

with increasing Al content. The transformation hysteresis

(DT = Af - Ms) follows a different trend. The DT for thin

films with Al \15 at.% did not show any significant

composition dependence; however for thin films with Al

[15 at.%, DT varies with the Au content.

The goal of this study is to investigate the effects ofAu content

on the structure–property relations of Au35–68Cu49–15Al16–17
thinfilmSMAs. In order to exclude the influenceof theAl content

on the phase transformation temperatures, samples with constant

Al content (16–17 at.%) were selected from the Au–Cu–Al

materials library.

Experimental Procedure

The thin films investigated in this study were selected

compositions from a Au–Cu–Al thin film materials library.

The materials library was made using a thin film combi-

natorial sputter deposition system (DCA Finland). Each

element was deposited as a thickness wedge across the

substrate (4-in. (100)-Si with 1.5 lm thick SiO2 diffusion

barrier) and the wedge directions were oriented 120� away

from each other. The whole process was repeated until a

(Au/Cu/Al)30 multilayer thin film precursor continuous

composition spread was made across the surface of the

substrate. Measurement regions corresponding to specific

compositions in the materials library were defined by

applying a measurement grid of 4.5 mm by 4.5 mm size.

The multilayer precursor materials library was annealed at

500 �C for 1 h (in UHV) to allow mixing, interdiffusion

and phase formation. Composition mapping was made by

using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM 5800LV)

equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray detector (Oxford

INCA 250 system). The detailed results on the character-

isation and screening of properties were reported in [11].

For this study, the focus is to elucidate the effects of Au

content on the phase transformation behaviour and mechani-

cal properties, so the compositions of Au35–68Cu49–15Al16–17
were selected. The nearly constant Al content eliminates the

effects of the e/a ratio on the phase transformation behaviour.

The effects are therefore solely due to varying Au (or Cu)

content. From here onwards only the Au content of the alloys

will be indicated.

The phase transformation behaviour (transformation

temperatures, hysteresis widths) was characterized by

measuring the electrical resistance (4-point probe) during

thermal cycles in the temperature range between -20 and

250 �C [12]. The collected data are presented as

R(T) curves on cooling and heating.

To carry out phase analysis with high spatial resolution,

the selected composition range was investigated by X-ray

diffraction analysis performed at beamline BL9 of DELTA

synchrotron radiation source [13] using a MAR345 image

plate detector with a beam spot of 0.2 9 1 mm2 (v 9 h) and

a wavelength of 0.0459 nm. The X-ray diffraction profile of

the selected composition range was collected at an incident

angle of 5� with respect to the sample surface in order to

suppress the contribution of the substrate. Polycrystalline Si

was used for calibrating the geometry of the diffraction set-

up. The fit2D software [14] was applied for converting the

data after collection. The X-ray diffraction data were used

for phase identification and to calculate the lattice constant

ab of the b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase.

Film texture was evaluated using a Bruker D8 Discover

with an Eulerian stage. The pole figures (PF) of b-(Au–Cu–

Al) phase were collected at the following hkl planes: (200),

(220) and (222). This measurement was carried out on

selected samples after they were separated from the

materials library by dicing.

Young’s modulus and hardness of the selected compo-

sitions were evaluated using high-throughput nanoinden-

tation [15, 16]. The nanoindenter (XP, MTS) with a

Berkovich tip was used to collect data using continuous

stiffness measurements (CSM) up to a maximum indenta-

tion displacement of 50 nm. The indentation depth is less

than 10 % of the film thickness such that substrate effects

are considered negligible. For each composition, 5 indents

were made with at least 50 lm distance from each indent.

Results

X-ray diffraction profiles of the thin films are shown in

Fig. 1. The profiles revealed the phases that formed by

annealing at 500 �C for 1 h. The phases were identified

using the Pearson database [17], while the b-(Au–Cu–Al)
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phase was indexed based on its reported structure [3]. The

phase transforming phase (b-(Au–Cu–Al)) formed together

with non-transforming phases (Au3Cu, Au2Al, Au8Cu3,

AuAl, and AuAl2). The b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase is present in

all samples. The type of non-transforming phases changed

with Au content. Based on the peak intensity, b-(Au–Cu–

Al) is mostly predominant between 43 and 55 at.% Au.

Outside this range the non-transforming phases are pre-

dominant. From the Au-rich side, the Au3Cu phase was

prominent for\64 at.% Au, and between 55 and 64 at.%

the phase constitution became a mixture of Au2Al, Au8Cu3
and b-(Au–Cu–Al) phases. For the Au-poor side

(\43 at.%) the AuAl and AuAl2 phases were predominant.

To determine the preferred crystallographic orientation

of the b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase in the thin films, PF of var-

ious hkl planes ((022), (200) and (222)) was measured. A

typical set of PFs, measured from the 51Au thin film, is

shown in Fig. 2a. It can be deduced from the PFs that the

thin film has a very strong fibre texture with a [022] out-

of-plane fibre axis direction. This type of film texture was

confirmed for all samples regardless of Au content, as

shown by the (022) PFs of the representative samples in

Fig. 2b. The maximum intensity (I-max) varied slightly

(slightly dropping at the lowest and highest Au contents).

No other texture components can be confirmed from the

PFs.

The phase transformation behaviour of the investigated

thin films having different Au contents is shown as

R(T) curves in Fig. 3a. Phase transformation temperatures

(Ms and Af) are indicated by arrows. There is a clear

dependence of transformation behaviour with respect to

Au composition, where Ms varied only slightly but Af

significantly changed. As a consequence, the thin films

with Au\51 at.% show a wide transformation hysteresis

DT compared to thin films with Au [51 at.%. For

example DT of 35Au is about 65 K, while it is about

16 K for 62Au.

The results of nanoindentation experiments of repre-

sentative samples are shown as load–displacement curves

in Fig. 3b. The averaged hardness (H) and elastic modulus

(E) of 51Au are 2.5 and 75 GPa, respectively. The H and

E values are higher for compositions deviating from 51Au.

Additionally, the standard deviations are larger for com-

positions deviating from 51Au. These trends are explained

below (Fig. 4) in conjunction with the structure and com-

position of the films.

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction profiles of Au35–68Cu49–15Al16–17 thin films

taken at room temperature: a for samples with Au contents between

35 and 51 at.%, b for samples with Au contents between 55 and

68 at.%. The Au content is indicated for each profile. The x-axis is

given in d-spacing (nm) values, while the intensity is in square root in

order to make the small diffraction peaks visible with respect to the

large diffraction peaks
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Discussion

All experimental results are combined into a composition–

structure–property relations diagram, which is presented in

Fig. 4. It shows a comparison of phase constitution

(Fig. 4a), lattice constants (Fig. 4b), phase transformation

temperatures (Fig. 4c) and mechanical properties (Fig. 4d)

with respect to Au content.

The phase and texture of the films determined from the

diffraction data and PFs are summarized in Fig. 4a. Au-poor

(\50 at.%) compositions form AuAl2 and AuAl phases,

while Au-rich ([50 at.%) compositions form Au2Al, Au8Al3
and Au3Cu. Therefore, the formation of non-transforming

phases is dependent on the ratio of Au with respect to Cu or

Al. The b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase formed in all investigated

compositions, but its amount (estimated based on peak

intensity) decreases with increasing Au or Cu content in the

alloy. Furthermore, the [011] fibre texture of the b-(Au–Cu–

Al) phase remained the same regardless of Au content. This

type of texture is typical for thin films with a bcc structure.

Figure 4b shows the plot of lattice constants values (ab)

with respect to Au. The values of ab range from 0.610 to

0.620 nm, comparable with values reported in the literature

[3]. For thin films with Au content between 43 and 51 at.%,

ab increases with increasing Au. For thin films with Au

[51 at.% and Au\43 at.%, ab approached constant values.

The change in ab is related to the solubility of elements in

the crystal structure of b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase. This effect is

due to the differences of the metallic radius (Au 144 pm,

Cu 128 pm, Al 143 pm) [18]. The amount of Al is constant

Fig. 2 a Pole figures (PF) measured on 51Au SMA thin film at different hkl planes (022), (002), (222)) of b-(Au-Cu-Al) phase. b Representative

PF of (022) planes for alloys with Au contents from 35 to 68 at.%
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for all samples; therefore, the change in ab is only influ-

enced by the difference in Au (or Cu) content. The high Cu

content alloys have smaller ab, while the high Au content

alloys have larger ab due to the difference of their metallic

radius. In the range between 43 and 51 at.% Au, the pro-

nounced change in ab could be attributed to the substitution

effects of Cu and Au. This is also the region with the least

amount of non-transforming phases. The value of ab for

thin films with Au[51 at.% and Au\43 at.% approached

a nearly constant value, indicating the maximum solubility

of Au and Cu, respectively, in the b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase. In

order to balance the stoichiometry the excess elements

form the non-transforming phases.

The dependence of the phase transformation temperatures

on composition (Fig. 4c) is as follows:Ms is almost constant

but Af varies with Au content. The almost constant Ms is

assigned to the constant Al content of the alloys. As a result

the observed DT varies with Au content. Specifically below

47 at.% Au DT is more than 50 K, while above 47 at.% Au

DT is less than 20 K. Interestingly the observed trend for

DT follows the trend ofab, suggesting a structural origin of the

hysteresis behaviour. In this case a wide DT is confirmed for

smallerab, while a narrowDT is confirmed for larger ab. In the

general non-linear theory of martensitic transformation, the

lattice constants of the parent and martensite phases play an

important role in controllingDT [19]. The samemechanism is

assumed to be behind the DT behaviour observed in this

study. However, this cannot be confirmed because the lattice

constant of the martensite phase was not measured. This will

be a subject of future investigations in this new SMA system.

Fig. 3 a Selected resistance–

temperature curves of

Au35–68Cu49–15Al16–17 thin

films, where Ms and Af are the

martensite transformation start

and reverse transformation

finish temperatures,

respectively. b Exemplary load–

displacement curves of Au–Cu–

Al thin films, measured using

nanoindentation method (5

measurements for each

composition)

Fig. 4 A summary of structure–property relations of Au35–68Cu49–15Al16–17
SMA thin films. a The existence range of the observed phases is indicated

by the coloured boxes, the [011] fibre texture is observed for all composi-

tions; b lattice constant values derived from X-ray diffraction data;

c transformation temperatures and hysteresis widths derived from

R(T) measurements, and d mechanical properties (Young’s modulus

E (squares), hardnessH (triangles)) obtained by nanoindentation
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The mechanical properties are presented in Fig. 4d. The

E varied between 75 and 115 GPa, while hardness H varied

between 2.5 and 4 GPa. The lowest Ewas found in the range

of 43Au to 55Au, corresponding to the composition range

with the smallest amount of non-transforming phases.

Thus, the E of the b-(Au–Cu–Al) phase can be estimated

to be in the range of 75–85 GPa. Outside the

43 at.%[Au[ 55 at.% composition range, the E values

and their standard deviations are higher due to the presence

of various phases in the respective measurement areas,

having different mechanical properties. Using the rule of

mixture, the resulting H and E values will be the average of

the various phases present. Similarly for theH values, a high

standard deviation is typically observed for compositions

with mixed phases. This behaviour is consistent with previ-

ous nanonindentation study of NiTi bulk alloy, where it was

found that large amount of phase transformation tends to

show lower E and H values during nanoindentation [20].

Therefore, the optimumAu composition range is between

43 and 55 at.%. This range has the smallest amount of non-

transforming phases, so it contains the maximum volume

fraction of transforming phase in the material. Additionally

DT can be tuned between 15 and 55 K.

Conclusion

The effects of Au content on the structure and materials

properties of Au35–68Cu49–15Al16–17 SMA thin films have

been clarified in this study. The results are summarized into

a composition–structure–property diagram revealing

important correlations. The optimum Au content is

between 43 and 55 at.%, since it contains minimal amount

of non-transforming phases. It is also the composition

range where DT is tunable from 15 to 55 K. A good cor-

relation between DT and ab was confirmed suggesting a

structural origin of the hysteresis behaviour in this SMA

system. Lastly the elastic modulus of the b-AuCuAl phase

is in the range of 75–85 GPa and hardness in the range of

2.5–3.4 GPa.
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